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·.:  -c'oMMuNJCATION  FROM . THE  ·. COM:MJSSION., TO, THE  COUNCIL  .  AND~ 
.PARLIAMENtON_  THE  .BROADER- USE  ·OF  ·STANDARDIZATION.  ·IN 
COMMUNITY POLICY. 
I.  •  Introd.uction.' 
· I.l  ?'he purpose of this Communication  ... ·  . 
· ·  ··  This Coinmunication-fulfils  th~ 'undertaking. given in th~ Strategic Prograimne to·  come. 
forward with a report on the  broad~r use·'of ·standardization .in  Gommu~ity· policy,  for·.· 
forwarding. to .the  Counyil  and  the European Parliament.  It is  aimed at: providing  an 
overVIew  of the  ~xlsting  ·position regarding the  use. of standards in  the coritext of the 
·.  policies of the European Vnion, -and. an outline of  intentions fOr developfuent  oft~~  'role 
of ,  standardization ·in· the  immediate  future.  It  indicates  possible  future  ·lines. of-
d~velopment,.for the further application of standards in 'the short and  m~dium  ter~, and 
' discusses both classital-and newly developed applications of  stand~rdization  .. 
' Note: .This. Communication ·does. nof .cover  the. results of the. current review· of iCT 
Standardization Policy.  The corresponding  ~malysi~ will  be presented to 'the Council and 
the Parliament in a separate document.  ,.  .  ,  '  - ·  ·:  ·. 
'  ~  .... 
1.2. ·  ·.The polit.ical co~1t~xt  ·_  · 
The progressive setting up  of a strong European' standardization infdtstructu·re and  the 
·  ·est~blishrnent of clear rules for the functioning  of~uropean·  standardization  have,,~nade · 
possible· a  major role for' European standardization 'in the development of the European 
regulatory. system.  Tlii~. can be seen. particularly in  th~ context of.the "New -Approach", 
.which,  based on  a  clear  separation ·Of  competences  and ·responsibilities· between· .the 
· .legislatoi· .and  econoniic  operators,  mar~ed a  turning· point· in  the  developriie~t ·of · 
Comrrtunity  reg~latory p.olicy. ·  ··  ·  ·  ·  · · 
In  conseq~ence; dudng. rece·nt  years, .the·· ce~tre of  ~ravrty. of stand'ardizati'on  activities 
.  · has  shifted.:frotn  th~ mitional  Ie~el to  th~  ,·Europe~mle~el,  a~d:  today by  far' most  new 
activities C011Cyrn European arid international standards. '  '' . ' 
.  - .  .  .  .  .  .  '  .  .  .  .  /:; 
Given  th~ importance of  European standard-ization; the Commis~i~n published in January : 
•199 1 a G.reen Paper ori the d-evelopment 'of European Stand~rdizatio.n.  ·1 This paper 
..  gave  'rise/ to  an' extensive  debate,  the'  results  of which  were  'summarised  iri' .. the. 
· Co~un'unication - from  ·the  Commission·· on  Standardiz~ttion ·in  the··  European 
(  '  .  .  '  .  .  .  .  .  -·  - . 
·Econo•ny of 16  December ·1991  2. ·On -the. basis  of'  this  Communication,  the. Council  . 
. a~lopted,,  oh  IS. Jw1e  1992. a· Resohition, in which it  empha~ized  the. strategic importance  · 
· of standardization, confirmed a series of prinCipfes underlying European standardization; 
\  '  '  '  I  '  >  •  •  '  •  ' 
1 ·  · COM (90) 4S6final(OJEC n~ C20 of28.·l.-l,99l) 
2  92/C9r>J02 (OJECno C96 of I5'.4.19<J2) 
·3 
',  : 
'l ·.  encouraged the use of European standards as .an  instrument of economic and  industrial 
integration; and advocated ~wider use of  European standards in Community policy: 3 
European  standardization  as  it  has  developed  plays  an · enabling  role  in  European 
i~tegration,  and  European  U~ion  initiatives  for  the  development  of· European 
standardization contribute to  the European  economy while  avoiding  the  unnecessarily 
stifling of  economic initiative due to excessive regulation. This.fits into the context ofthe 
int.entioris of the Maastricht Treaty on European U  ~ion and of a series of statements. 
made  in.  various  Community  policy  documents,  dealing  with  the need  to  diversifY' 
instruments used in implementing Community policy, the need to involve the social and 
economic partners in  a more coherent way in  implementing Community policy,  and the 
role of  standards in specific areas. 
The  Sutherland  Report on  the  Opemtion .of  the  Internal  Market  after  1992 
..  S\lggested, as its first recommendation, the need for the Community to base its proposals 
for legislation  on  a  wide-ranging analysis: of its  political,  social  and  economic impact, 
comparing the advantages and disadvantages of intervention and of non-intervention. It 
. went on to stress the need to develop a policy towards the choice of market regulation 
techniques based on their appropri(lteness for particular objectives.  · 
1.3  Standards as an alternative to regulation: 
In its r:esponse to the Sutherland.Report, the Cominission referred, on these points, to its 
Communication  to  the. Council  and  the ·European  Parliament  on  the· principle  of 
subsidiarity of 27 October 1992 4. In  relation to effecti'l(eness  and  proportionality .of 
action taken; the  Commission  announced  that  it 'would ensure  that  arrimgements  for 
taking legislative action were consistent and coherent with the objectives being pursued, 
in the interests of maximum effectiveness and  an  appropriate level  of intensity.  Among 
· the  instfl;lments  that  can  so  be  used,  it  mentioned  recourse  to . non-compulsory . 
in'struments such as standardization. 
Such a use of  standardization' could, in principle, replace regulatory action with voluntary 
·standardization action in  seetors .of Community activity. ·Since it  is  based on consensus, 
and. relies  oh  acceptance  of the  results  by  those  who  will  use  them,  standardizatio,n 
follows the principle of  subsidiarity to a. high degree.·  · 
In eertain areas, for example in  innovative technological· sectors, the European Union is 
already taking action to promote standards as a direct support to its policies, rather than · 
drawing up regulatory instruments with more or less mandatory force. Existing sectors in 
which such action is being taken afe described in more detail in section II. It is envisaged, 
in line with the Communication, that future proposals for action in the regulatory sphere, 
will be 'examined with a view td determining the extent to which voluntary action is more 
appropriate. 
3 
4 
92/C 173/01 (OJEC n° C 173 of 9.07.1992) 
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: 1.4. Th~  role of  stand~~dization  'i~ European Quality Policy ..  · 
:  '  .  ·.  ' 
•  I 
.··In ·its.  ·White  Papet  ·''Growth~. Competitiveness  and  EmploymentS"  and. in· its· 
Strateg~c  .Pro'gramm·~ "M~tking the most of  the Interna'r Market6". the Commission 
ha~  identified. ~he  need  for.  a  :European  :quality ·.policy •·  as ·a  means  of increasing 
·  competitiv,enes~  and of  impr~ving the· envirqnn:tent for_enterprises ..  :  · ·  · ,  ·  ·  · 
._,· 
.-~  I 
. In  ~uch. a  policy~.  ~tandi!rdization is a  -~aj?~ tool;. no~ 6nly_ f~r pro1uct q\J~llity but ~I  so for. 
'Quality  Mariagemerit mat'ters.  In  this  context;  the·  quality  systems ·.standards~ the  ~N  .  · 
.·  29000  ~eries, ' .and  the  conformity  assessment  s_tandards  (the  EN.  45dOO' series . of .  ,, 
. · standards)  are  particularly  w01j:hy  of note.  These.  series  of standards 'have·  major 
·•  significan'ce fqrthe 'operation of  the notifl~d certification,bodies with 'in t~e context ofthe  . 
.New Approach; furtherrri_ore,  they make a:substantial contribution to the development of. 
quality in  the European rriarket  place:·  Ind~eed, in  some· sectors. these. standards may .be . 
s~id't9 have a gr~ater impattihan·product standardization.· •  ~-.. ·  ·.:  . ·  ,  ·  . 
" 
The Council/Resolution on the role of  standard~zation in the.Eliropean economy.quoted· 
above .  include~  an . invitation  tq . the·  European  standards  org(inisation~  to  continue 
· discussions  on a  hatrnonii.ed  expression of conformity  with  Euro'pean. ~tanqards;' The 
existence, of such a rriark  would have 'the  advantage of providing  a:' com.mdn .means  of 
· identifying. p_rdducts ·in  conformity· with  European  s'tandards,  which .would  provide. 
.  ' :manufacturers with. a recognisable Europe-yvide,·means of  demonstrating. compliance,. and 
· - giy'e' purchasets a clear  indication 'of the• quality ofproducts:  ·  ·  .. · ..  ·.  ·  · ·  . ·.  ·  .  .  .  .  .  .,  .  '  ....  . 
.  '\, 
·.1  ..  '  ·' 
. 1.5.  The role and limits of standardization 
Standardization is a  mechanis~  by which  int~rested parties (such as  industry,  workers 
·.and consun:tets, contributing through their orga.ni~ations in 'an app'ropriate way) establish, 
.-on  th~' basis ofaconsenslis, by ._means  of an  open and, transpar~nf prqce_dute,  in  the. 
.  fram·ework :·of recognized · standards  omaniZations,  technical  specifications  which  are 
adopted· as·  standards after  a ·public enquil)',  and  ~it~ ·whichcomp~iance  .is  itt  principle· 
· volumary.  ·.  ·  · ·  · · .. ·  _  :  .  · :'  /  .  ·' ·  · .  :·  ..-.  ·.  . .  ·  ·  ·  ,·  .. 
:·Standards  a~e. not 'li~ited to 'the  design  of .a  particular·  product for. the .purpose  or· 
:rediJcing.'·the.number· of different. solutions to the same technical.·prot)fems or to '(ms~re  ' '' . 
. .  that one prod~ct works with. another. The-coverage of standards extends· to many other·· . 
. '.·types ofre,quiremen't,including'the perforn)ance (as opposed tothe-design) ofprodl,lcts, . 
.  prop~rties·of'material~/definedJevels of protection 'against risks; for example protective 
enClosures, . systems  of.  classificati~n.' m~thods of test, the operation  of equipment  or. 
.  syste~s,.  such as systems of quality ·assurance, definitions  o(t~rms, quantities, units and : . 
.  symbols artg. their presentation and use, etc:.- .  . .  '  .  . .  .  .  .  .  . . ' 
•  I  •  .  .  .  •  . 
. Coq1 (93) 700 (n. f2: 93; Bulletin of the. European  ·co.~~mnit.ie.s, Supplement 6/?3  · · 
Coin'(93)632 fi1ial  of22  .. 12 ..  1993  ·  ·  ·  ·.  · 
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I  :. Standardization is an important and powerful instrument of  market transparency, through 
·actions by interested parties .themselves on a wide range of  issues, and it should for this 
reason be fully supported as an instrument of  economic integration and self-regulation.  . .  - . 
There are,  however,. a number of legitimate "public polici' concerns relating to safety, 
health,  consumer  protection,  environmental ·  protection,  'interoperability  and 
interconnection and so  on,  where regulation indeed. cannot be left to interested parties 
· and in which the 'public authorities must  assume responsibility.  Even where this  is  so, 
·  howeve~, there should be no a priori ex,clusion of a role for interested parties in support 
of legislation ..  Standardization  offers .  a  mechanism  for  using  such  support,  and  th~ 
possibility of  making us~ of  standardization in such areas should be considered 
The Commission is. not unaware of  the fact' that questions' are being raised concerning the 
capacity of the European standards organizations to deal with requests· for standards for 
wider use. Do the standards organizations provide a mechanism for consensus building ip 
ali  areas, or is their competence in fact limited to traditional areas and the direct interest 
of industry?  Does  the .  existence  of national  standardization  in  a  particular area (for 
. example, in· foodstuffs)  guarante~ that Eu!'ope.an standardization will  be successful? Can 
· the standards bqdies organize the participation of interested parties in  all  areas so  as to 
produce  standards· effectively,  and  so  as  to· give. them  the  requisite  acceptability· and 
legitimacy?  Are  standards organizations  prevented  from  delivering· standards  in·  good 
. time for  the implementatiO!l  of policies by the very  need  for  procedures of voluntary 
participation, openness and  public enquiry that gives them their legitimacy for  .rec~urse 
by  the legislator?. Are standards the only alternative instrument to which  the  legislator 
can  have  recourse?  Does the  developi'nent  of standards  pre-:empt  decisions  that  the' 
legislator  must  take,  in· particular  with  regard  to  levels  of risks  that  may  be judged 
intolerable by the society as a whole? · 
In attempting to find answers to these question's, it is necessary to take into consideration 
the· fact  that  standards  benefit  from  a  particular  position  because 'they  have  a  clearly 
defined  status in  the Union  and in  its  Member States,  and  they  are  based ·On  ~long 
traditipn.  This  confers  particular  advantages .to  standardization  with  respect  to  other 
·  instrun1ents  of voluntary  application.  The  stfind.ards  organizations  have .  howeve~· a 
· responsibility  to  ensure  that ·the  system  operates  efficiently  and  •  without.  undue 
·bureaucracy.  ·  .. 
Standards  should  not  lin1it. the  freedom  of the  market  place  by  excluding  products -
particularly  innovative  products - that  do. not  conform  to  them.  They. should ·not  be 
inisused  to  preserve· or  create  a  dominant  market  position  to  the ·detriment  of free 
competition by formalising in an officially recognised document the solution adopted by a 
single  major  supplier  unless  appropriate  measures ·are  taken  to  make  the  relevant 
technology available to other, interested suppliers. The standardization system should not 
be overloaded by a possible further use of stand_ards. 
Nor &hould  it  be  used  to  confer an  undue  advantage  to  certain  interested· parties  by 
bypassing . .the  process  of democratic  decision-making  and  creatirg  de  facto  m·arket 
conditions whichwill be eXtremely difficult for the legislator to reve~se due to the severe' 
economic penalties that might then  have to 'he incurred.  This calls· for full  ti~ansparency 
6 .,. 
·Furthermore, standardization,  and .particul~rly the recent change. ih  emphasis from .·the· 
national level to· the European level,  introduces. adjustment costs for busindss which. are · 
·  not.necessarily always outweighed_ by the 'positiv~effe~ts,·· such as the reduction of trade 
·barriers or·the. introduction of economies of scale: This is part;itularly th~ ca~e  fqr Sl\1Es  -
who·. are  largely . effectively  excluded  from  the  standards. making  process  .. The  first 
·.·.  provisional results. of a Eutomanagel)1ent pilot action  in. this' area .indicate that S:MEs, 
. because of  their lack of resources, have difficulties In  finding out or understanding what  .·  · · 
is' going on within the' sta.ndards making bodies, ahd have little way of  directli'irifluencing ... 
the standards process  .. Adjustment costs ~re disproporti0hately felt by SMEs, particularly  ,  · 
· ·  ·  . those SMEs  that are not s.eliing. a.cross national  b'oundaries~  ' . 
'•  ,r,  ,  ,  \  •  >  •  '•  1'  \  0  •  ,'  F  \ 
1.6~ ·  . A tiirningJioint for Eur:opean standardization  . 
,I  '  •.  . 
Over: the last ten '}rears European Standa_rdizati6n has undergone· dramatic developments~. 
Ov~r the same period, European standardization .  has become·  adapted from 'primihirly a  ··  .· 
'  ,'  I  ,'  ,  ,  '  ,  •.  ·.-- -.'  . 
means.ofbeing·harmonizihg national practices toa mechanism f9r drawi.ng up standards 
at European levd de novo in  areas that may not have been_  previ~uslystandardized; for · 
.  the eliniimition of barriers to tnide caused by the' existence of varying national rules or 
.  standards, and ofproviding,Sl!PPOrt for European legislatimt  ....  ~  '  ' . - . 
'  ..;: •  - .  •  .  r  • .  . ·.  ~  ,  .  .  ,  .  •  .  ,  •• : .  .  • 1  •  •  •  •  ,  '  , 1  • 
This development  cn.;;~tes'challeng~~ as·to the devel9pment  ~f  new'  stand~rds,  .whi~h go 
· ·l5eyond ·the.developinent of"traditional"· stand<l;rdization incoq)cif<l;ting  de~ign  details~·and · 
· of meeting the  requi~em¢nts of broad . legislative. prpgramn:tes:  Howeve~,  . since  these. 
anticipative  standardization·  activities  (as,  fo
1
r  example,)n  the  case of  information .. · 
technology and tei'ecommunications) ha:ve  been experimented with for about '1 0 years, .a. 
review is necessary so -as further to '.'tun~" them to the real needs· of  mar  kef~ and po.litical .. 
directions. ·  ·  ·  ·  l 
- ., ,.1 
Today, about o~e third of  the European standardization activities is :cove-red by rrian'dates  . 
. issued by the Uniori. ·The development of  mandated stan9ardization work may have been 
... considered by industry: in. the past to be a· constraint or' a  top.:.d~wn appr.oach.  Ho'wever, 
over. recent years .great. improvements have been' made :in  setting up a dialogue between 
·  .. public  iJ.Uthodties :and  th~ European  standards  organisation$;  Sta:ndardlzers . are  now 
invited  t~- meet  the.  requirements ·of· the  regulatory  fnimework,  whilst . they  are left· 
flexibility necbsar)i to draw up-programmes that will  be effective· taking into account the·. 
voluntary natu.re of  standard.ization.  ·  ·  ·  ·  .  ·  .  · 
'. 
7. The development. of European standardization has  also been beneficial for intermitional 
standardization.· International  standards,  once  transposed  as  European  standards,· are 
implemented in a uniform way throughout Europe. Furthermore: arrangements for close 
and extensive cooperation have been put in place between the European and international 
bodies.  At  the  same time,  the  Union  has  emphasised. the  importa~ce of international . 
standardization  in ·the  Council  Communication  on  Standardization in  t~e European 
Economy mentioned above.· . 
European operators are increasingly required to take account of the results of  European 
standardiz.ation. They are making a significant contribution to the process of elaboration 
of standards,  ·but · need  to  be  aware ·that  it  is  in  their  interests  to  enhance  their 
. participation in areas where the absence of stanqards forms a barrier to the development 
to the European market. 
Eurqpean standardization is now \eaching a turning point. It is approaching the end of' a 
tran·sitional  period  in  which  it  has  evolved  froni · a  small  structure· of peripheral 
importance. to its prese,nt  position of being a  major force  in  the  structure of technical 
development.  This  marks  a  key  point  in  the  development  of European  technical 
integration.  At.  this  stage,  however,  European  standardization  has  not y'et  achieved  a 
critical  mass  of standards,  by  comparison  with  the  existing  coilections  of national 
standard.s, and difficulties may yet arise until this ·critical mass has been reached. 
· The evidence of the neeq to adapt and  the fact  that  standardization today is  critically 
being viewed, indicate, however, that developments have been taking place and that the 
European standardization system is progressively assuming its proper role in Europe.- . 
II.  ,The use of standards in suppor(of Community policy 
Standards exist  in  their  own right,  and  even  though  they  are  voluntary,  they  play  an 
Important role. The legislator can however call upon standardization as a support for its . 
legislative activities or policy.  The conditions under which  standards are  used,  will be 
determined by the legislator, and they may be different from one area to the other. The 
use of standards under theNew Approach. to Technical Harmonization and Standards?; 
and in  support of Community policy in  public procurement, is  now well estaolished.  Iri 
other areas, however, such as transport, environmental policy, energy, food quality,  and 
safety  at 'the  'Yo.rk  place,  the  use  of  standar~ization  is  rather  new  and.  still  ne~ds 
clafification ·as to the conditions and  potential of the use, of standardization. The aim  of 
this communication is to contribute to such clarification. 
11.1  The New Approach. 
The "New Approach to Technical Harmonization and Standards", adopted in  19858, 
represents  an  established .way  of using  standardization  in  support  of the  process  of 
·7 
8 
85/C 136/0 I (OJ No. C 136 of 4 J  unc  J9WJ) 
Council Rcsolulion 85/Cl36/02 (OJ  no C  136 of.4July 1985). 
8  .  . .  , .. ·, 
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' 
· Communjty  technicai  legislation. · tJ,nder the .New Approach,,  the· European··  stan~ards 
·bodies;are:asked to dra~  up, under mandate from the 'commission, standardsintended as  . 
a means' .of. providing' presumption of  conform.ity with  ess'ential  safety. ·requirements 'set . 
. out in New.Approach Directlv·es. Use onhe st~mdards r.emains voluntary; other .methods  · 
. ofachieving compliance with the terms of  a Directive are always· available to suppliers.·. 
•  .  •  •  '  - I  '.  '  '  '  "  '  '  ~ 
.  As of December1993, there are thirteen Directives in. force' that make use o,f the New ..  : 
.  I  ·.  ,  .  .  .  .  '  .  .  ·. 
: .. ~pproach, coveri!lg a  ~~oad spreaq of  ~pplications frorri  consumer products. to pressure 
..  vessels and machinery.  .  '  '  "  '  . /  -
'' 
.  When .the New Appr,oach was first .used,  standardization  mandat~s tended to be applied  · 
with the ·intet:tiion of providipg. specific standards to answer specific needs  identified  iri 
the  relevant ·  Directi~e. Increasingly,: however,  th~ emphasis ·is.  changing  towards  the : 
:.drawing  up of coherent. programmes  by. means  of  programming  mandates, 'usually 
. addressed jointly· to the  Eu~opean  ·standardization·  organiz~tions, . and .'calling  for. the· 
drawing: up.,pf p'rogranimes of Standards that Will  meet the gfobal  needS of  th~ relevant 
·Community legislatio.n:  ,  .,  ..  _ . ·  ·  , . ·  · 
.St~ndar:d~  mandated  under .New  .. Approach  Directives: ;ate  now' CO!l\ing  .into  force. ' 
.Substantial work however'rem'ainsto be completed, and it will be a'significant task of  the 
. standards bodies  to ensure that the standards  ..  mandafed  in- si.Jpporf of  the  legislative  . 
·programme  are ·brought to  ti~ely completion.·  Furthermore,  although  the-' legislative· 
programme,  fores~en·  .. by  the Wh,ite  Paper of 1985~ for  th~ completion 'of the  Internal  . 
.  · Market  is largely  co.~plete, ~further le.gislation  for  the  dev~lopment of the  common 
market is  u~Iider act_ive  consideration,  for exa.:nple  in .pressure ·equ,ipment .and .precious 
··.  metals.  The .work stili" to be undertake1,1·  remains  extensive,·  as  will  be. seen  frorri  the 
current work progtamrrie~ ~fCEN,  CENE~EC  and ETSI.; 
,  .  .  '  .  .  '  .  ,  I 
-.-... 
'  •  I  •  ., 
·. ll.2  Put>lic Procu·rement 
. Since 1977, reference to standards has  be~n.used ~s a,n  instrume~t in  the opening up of · 
public  prpcurement  in  the Europeair Union.  There.  is  a ·significant difference  in  the 
applicati.on  of  standards in thi's  p~licy area  compared to that 'of the" New Approach: 
reference to European standards where they exist is:·ma,de obligatory by the terms ·or the 
·various ·Public,  P~ocurement Dire,ctiv.es  in  tender _documents  -issued. by ,contracting · 
authorities.  This  is  true for  all  European  standards  whether  they  ·are ·co'vered  by a 
.  mandate' or: not, and whether they are New Approach standards or not. The base texts of 
..  iegislation are ·~ow in place for this area at Eu'ropeim level.  .  . ·  .  ..  .  ·•  ·.  · .  ".  , · -
Th.eimport~nce of standards. for this aspect  ofCoinmunity~policy:is recognised  by the.· 
· . issue of  mandates to the·  standards~odies in certain :key sectors, with ,the expectation of  a . 
. substantial future development of starid:1rds i'f!  releyant. areas:  ~0  Jar;  rn~mdates.  primarily . 
for public p,rocurement :pur'poses,  or with  significant  public procur¢ment aspects,  have ' 
been issued  or proposed in .the  fields  of_ electricity  .. generation;  oil·and gas exploration; 
9  . C0M(85)3l0 final of 14 June 1985 
.  I, transmission  and  distribution o( gas;  railway  equipment;  air  traffic  control  equipment;. 
equipment for ports and airports; and  computer aided a'cquisition  and  logistic support. 
·Also in  untraditional areas such as attestation of conformity with EC procurement rules -
and  qualification· of construction enterprises initiatives  have  been  taken.  Standardizers 
have  undertaken  important  activities  in  these '~reas  which  are  still  underway.  Other -
mandates,  though not primarily  intended  in  support of Community public procurement 
policy, such as New Approach,. are nonetheless relevant as a result of  the provision in the · 
-Public  Procurement Directives  that  reference  to  European  standards  is  mandatory  in 
contracting documents where such standards .exist. 
Standards  will  not  op~n  the  public  procurement  market  unless  they  have  room  to 
operate. -Si~:tce legislation. must obviously prevail  over standards where ·the two are in 
conflict, there must be a consensus, at the level of  the Member States' administrations, to 
allow standards to operate in  sectors that were formerly heavily nationally regulated, in  .  .  .  \ 
the interest of the benefits that will  accrue from a larger market and  the integration of 
European  industry.  This  requires  a willingness  iri  principle  to  open  up  procurement . 
markets that may  have been  kept protected for  reasons of national  policy,  and  aiso  a 
willingness ·where.  necessary  to  deregulate,.  i.e.,. to  withdraw  mandatory.  nati~~al 
requirements in favour of  voluntary European_ ones. This. implies that when programmes 
of standards to open the public procurement market are drawn up, existing programmes -
should not be taken over without consideration in  detail; the usefulness of  each item for 
the  intend~d purpose should  be specifically considered  in  the _light  of the fundan{ental 
objectives ofCommunity public procurement policy,. 
' 
The Commission must therefore encourage deregulation at national level in _favour of  the 
use·_  of European  instruments  of  technical  harmonization,  particularly  voluntary 
instruments  such as  standards.  At  the  same  time,  if actions  by  the  Member States in  .  . 
applying national technical rules to specifications used in  public procurement are found, 
when examined by the Commission, to have the effect of  closing the public procurement 
market,  for example by protecting the  position of national  suppliers,  such  actions will 
need to be met with a vigorous enforcement response. 
Another important aspedt of  standardization in support of  public procurement policies; is 
· the area of electronic  commerce.  The  development  of n~w advanced applications for · 
facilitating  exchange ·of contract  information,  must  not  lead  to  the. creation  of new 
-barriers to trade. The situation has been given extra momentum through the-US National 
Infor.mation  infrastructure  project  and  the  publication  of the  "Bangemami  Report: 
. Europe and the Global Information Society" on what Commission activities in  this area 
are currently rapidly. expanding.  .  ·. 
' .  . 
. A  particular  aspect  of  standardization  in _  public  procurement  IS  the  support.  of 
interoperability  within  the- ~oncept_ of  tnins-European  networks  introduced  into 
·Community  policy  by  Title  XII  of the  Treaty  on -European  Union.  This  aspect  is 
discussed in II.l  0 below. 
'10 11.3  Inf~rO:.ation Technology and  Tel~co~munic~tions  · 
'.: 
Experi_ente in this sector 
'  '  . '  I  ~  ~ ~ 
AJthough initiated earlier, :European policy foi standard_iza:tion  iri  information technology and 
. telecommunications was given· n10mentum by  the~  ¢ouncil Decision on Stanqardlsation. in  the 
field  of information technology .and  te.lecommt,mications. of 22.becember,  198610which  lays 
down .basic.  principles· of ·the  primacy ·of global standardisation :and  ~he  11:ecessity  for 
harmonised application of  standards to ensure the interoperability of  systems and. the ability to 
•·  \  .  .  .  . 
exchange  }nf9rmation.  ·  · 
-~  ' .  . ·'  - ·,,  . 
.  The. implementation ofthe·policy h~s had to face· severalconstniints typical of this  are~ : the  . 
.  · ·  ~ complexity of  the subject and· the .  pace. o~ advance· of  tec~nology; the :Pervasive .  nat~re of· · 
irtformation techn.ology, which calls for· flexible and interoperable· solutiol)s; the rOle of  ir:tdustry 
. both as mariufa.cturers and user,. ·since. European and international industrial groupings ,have 
promoted. co~~ergence an'd. harm6nised 'application of international ,standards at: world :ievel; 
1th~' inte~ational dimension of the iT se·ctor,  and, the overlapping of responsibility amo~g the· 
., .  different European standardization bodies.  · .  ·  , :  ·  .  .  ·  ·'  ·  · 
'· 
._,,. 
. European  i~itii1tives ~in~e i  985 have  :~i~ed ~t  ac.hievi~g the stated policy. objectives and  ,at .. 
overcoming the .difficulties: This has increased the .degree of openness;·e.ffectiveness an'd co-
. operation, blit it has becoine evident that further adaptation is necessary.  . •  .  . 
IT&T St~ndardiz~tion is' here given  !i  particularly  extensive  treatment  because  urgent. and 
. significant  improvements  .in  the _effe~tiveness of sta~dardization is  regardea as·  crucial  to . 
. meeting the challenges p~sed  .. by theglol;>al  i~forma~ion society ..  ·.  · 
M·ajor achievements .. 
••  ,  '  J 
.·  .. , 
-t-··  .  ,. 
'' 
.... Major. results  have  been .  achieved;  in' bpening~up . the IT  standa,rdiz~ticm'.  systen~ to  .. direct . 
. participation of industry 'and users, by the establishment of-the European ·Workshop for Open 
Systems  which . covers. the  international  co;.ordinatiori·:  requirements  of  thl ·IT  and 
ielecomrriuni~ations se<:;tors. · · .  '  ·  ·  ,  .. 
Change lia·s  been radical  in  the  telec~mmunications sector, .now. that,  with the,  se~ting up of 
EfSI, true· Eu~opean  ~tandards with transp·arency in .elaboration, public enquiry,, and adoption 
by weighted. mitidnal_voting a~e·_comirig into use. Furthermore, ETSl  h~s qeen responsible for. a . 
.  .  substantia] ccintdbutiori iri' the nigul,ato:ry  domain 'where standards ha,ve  been r:ieeded  to form  . 
. 'the · technical  basis ··for  regulatio~  ~  unde~ the· Telecommunication's: Terininiil  EquiP,ment 
Din~ctiv:ell. :Cb~ordination, bet~een the European  st'~ndards organisation's ·has beeri achieved  . 
·through  t~e.seiting-up of  the InformationTec~nology Steering Committee (I7'STC). 
10 
il 
·,J  . 
87/95/EE(: (OJ No.  L 36 op Febma'ry.  1987)' 
91/263/EEC of29·April, 199li (OJ No.  L 128 of23 April, 1991)'. 
\  .,  .  .  .,  .  .  ..  .  J l  . 
i 
..  '~ 
./ . A matter for satisfaction is the penetration of IT standardization into several  ~conomic sectors 
which ·.have  agreed  plans  and  initiated  development  of IT  standards  for  their  specific. 
applications.  Concrete ·examples  of such  areas  are  electronic  identification  and  payment 
systems;  the  distribution  of standardized  electronic  messages;  medical ·informatics;  road 
transport teleinatics; libraries; the storage of  geographical data; and postal services. 
As well as supporting the development  of standards, the Commission has re~ognised this need . 
by  support  for  the  application of standards.  Particular  examples  of this  support  are  the · 
Conformance Testing Programme (CTS)- a measure unique in  the world.for the enforcement 
of rigour  and  discipline  in  standards  implementation.  A  further  example  is  the .European 
·Procurement  Handbook  for  Open  Systems  (EPHOS),  which  provides  guidance  for .those 
involved  in  public  procure~ent on  standards  and ·specifications  in  the  field  of information . 
technology and communications. 
Difficulties in this area 
Although  the·  concept  of interoperability throiigh . standards  has  bec;:ome  widely  accepted, 
· products based on recognised standards have often been displaced  by successful products in 
. the mark:et whose technology· is  based either on  public or on· private  specific~tions ("de facto 
standards"). Such specifications may be satisfactory from the technical point of  view but create' 
a  multiplicity of solutions and the risk of "islands.of inpompatibility'.'  resuiting from  differing 
technical solutions-chosen by each community.·  · 
four major problems appear to  be  matters for  concern.  Firstly,  the present  standardization 
. system may not have the capa~ity to keep pace with technological evolution and to deliver the 
· required . specifications  on  time.  and  with  the . appropriate  level . of  detail.  .  Secondly, 
specificatipns need to be implemented with enough discipline for the avoidance of divergence 
and· for the enabling of interoperability. ·Thirdly,  products  conforming to standards. are not 
·aJway·s  available.  Finally,  purchasers,  both  public and  private face  difficulties  if)  referring to 
standards for quying equipment and building systems that are truly interoperable. 
'  .  .  . 
Changes  have.  occurred  in  the  technological  'domain  so  that  the  role,  or  at  any  rate  the· 
mechanisms, of  standardization require review to keep up  with them. 
'The Report on the ."Global Information Society." 
.. 
· ·A Task Force set up  on  the  initiative  of Commissioner  Bangemann  has·  ~ecently issued  a 
Report,  "Europe  and  the .  Global  Information .  Society:  Recommendations  to  the  European 
Council" 12  on  issues  to  do  with  information  technology· and  telecommunications.  ·while 
recognising that the standards institutes have an honourable record in  producing ·standards, t]:le · 
report expresses concern  regarding  the fitness  for  purpose of the  European standardization  · 
pro.cess· 'in  information technology;  in  particular regarding the lack of interoperability and  the 
extent·-judged to be insufficient- to which the setting of priorities is determined in the market. 
12  26 May,  1994; presented to the meeti1ig of the Cmmcil held at Corfu in June 1994 
'  .  .  12  ' '' 
,  ,  I 
-_  There·  an~ ·calls  for action at the level  of ~perators, ,  the 'European  stand~rd~ bodies,· and the': 
_Union.:  _:  '  . ·  - · ·  .  ·  .  '  .,  > ·  · .  ,  ~  ·- ·.  . ·  - · .  - .  - .  .  -
:  \ 
. In o;der thai i~oirnatiori technology standardization might respoJ:1d to -ma;ket needs,: ther~  i~ a 
call for a ·mechanism for the drawing up by market  ope~ators  .of  _spe~ificatio11 requin:~rrients for:_ 
:- specific  application_ objecti,ves; -such·- requirements  being. applied  as  input  to the  competent . 
.  st'andards. body. Furthermore; .  it  1~ considered that priorities should: he- based. upon o~  market 
'  requirements,_ and  that. pub.lidy  available-. specifications, 'originated in the market,  _should  be ''  ' 
~ : identified  with  a' view  to. their  rapid~- tqmsformation  irito.  standards 'through  "fast' track;' .  ' 
..  ·proced~res. Where th~ market 'is considered ~ot  t~_ be providing accepiabletechni.cid  solution~-
. for  the. achievement  of. one  of the. EU's pbjectives .  in  -this·  area,  the  Report 
1calls -for- the 
-development of  a n1echanism to. call forthe selection 'or g~neration of  new technologies ..  -. 
:P~rticular  stressi~~laido~ th~ ~eed for  interdper~bility, essential to th~  infrastructur~-d_f~n. 
information-IJased: so2iet}<  The interconnection .of networks and interoperability of services .are , . 
re~ommencfed as.  pri~ary  Union  objectiv~s, . arid  as  a  consequence_· the  estabiishment  of 
.:  specification's  for  global· -interoperability_is· regarded' as a priority  area for the  stand.ardisers.' 
. -Finally,  it is  recominend~d that the ·process of Emopean standard~zation be reviewed: in  order.  · 
to-_inctease its speed and responsiveness to markets.·  · · <.  - ·  ·  - -;  - · - . -
The ~~~-xt s~ep' 
Thepr~spect  of a  global inform51tion society gives new opportunities an"I challenges to the role 
and ·m.echanisms ·of standardization,  and.  such  chaUerige.s  cannot be faced by  a  system that 
s~ffers frorri  the. weaknesses mentioned' above.  The Commission  therefore .believes  that ·re-
ifoqi:Si~g IT. st~ndardization ,policy  is' a  primary.  concern,  and  has.  opened·.~ -debate .  ori -the ·. 
··different·  aspe.cts  of ;standardization  policy .. to this end·,  a  workshop .was  organised  in  -
' ·  . · :Ndv~mber Y99413·_at  which the El!rqpean .. Commissicm .sought recommertdatim1s froin  social, 
industrial :and  ecbnon1ic' partners· on the  r,eshapi~g of  IT. standardization·. policy so as  bett~r to 
serve the' social :and econoinic objectives of the'Union and the n·ee~s of  the global informatio~ 
society,  ':- . '  '  '  '  ' '  '  '  '  ·' - .  '  .  '  ' >- - '·.·  •  -
With thi_s preparatory wo;k the Commission. i_ntends to review. ICT Standardiz~tion Policy: and  .. 
'tei' comm.unicate the results tb the Council and. the Parliament.  · .  ·,.  ,  . 
~  : . 
Th_e question  of access to:  Intelle.cttial  ~roperty :Rights  included  in.  standard~  and  other 
·interf<ices  required  _for  the  purp.oses . of .intercorin~ction ·arid  iriteroperability  has  to . be· 
·  co.nsidered Jurthe~: by  t~e Com111i,ssion. .  · · : ·  ·  · 
:F\lhtre policy .options 
,  I 
. The  ~ommissicni  -h~s·· a  ~espo~~ibility for the d~finition _of the standardization  policy• for the 
Eu~op~an Union bu~ it is n9t in  iis~apacity to solve d1e problem's '\:vhich·atfect standardization 
'  '13 
.  r'· 
,'' .. ,· 
'  : 
·' 
Europ~an towards .the  Glob-al  Information, S.ociety. ·  'Ho_w  to  choose  the  right _ICT·  sta~da~disation 
policy':  Workshop  organised  by  the  European  Cotnmission  28-30  November,  1994  ~it  Genval.  · 
B~lgium.  ·  ·  ··  .  ·  ·  .  .  . 
n  . ·in the context of the  develop~ent •of the  infor;nation  society.  Although,  in  addition  to its 
policy-making role, the Commission can influence and support the evolution of the system as · 
user,  customer, .  reglilator,  arbiter,· sponsor and  facilitator,  main  initiatives  remain  under. the 
responsibility of  other players. -The Report on the Global Information Society mentioned above 
. makes the distinction in roles quite clear. . 
.  .  . 
The  standardization policy  ~f the  Union  should. favour  the application  of intermitidnal .  and . 
European  standards.  ·Preference  to  standards  should  be  given  whenever  they  provide  an 
efficient  solution.  to technical  problems.  The  capacity  for  delivering  timely  and  accurate 
Standards  is  of the .  utmost  importance  for  the  provision of information  infrastructure,  and 
represents a  major challenge to the standardization system. 
'  . 
Conflicting standards risk-creating islands ofincompatibility, and should -be discouraged. 
When they cannot be avoided, a sufficient level of interoperability among them· should .be 
a requirement. Coherence in maintaining the international alignment'in IT standatdi,zation 
. should be maintained so as to promote world wide interoperability. 
11.4  Biotechnology. 
Biotechnology c'omprises a series oftechniques which are finding application in a number · 
,of industrial  ~ectors and in agriculture.  · 
Three  Directives  have  be~n approved  that  relate  directly  to  biotechnology:  ·on  the 
contained use of genetically modified micro-organisms 14 .·on the deliberate. release · 
. into the environment of genetically modified organisms  15~ and on the protection of 
.  workers  from  notes  related  to  exposure  to  biologicai  agents  at .  \VOrk  (seventh 
individual  Directive within  the meaning of Article'J6 (1)  of Directive 89/39/EEC)  16_ 
Furthermore,  products  such  as  foodstuffs,  pharmaceutical  products  and  agriculture, 
which  may  well  be derived  from  biotechnolqgy  are  also  covered by  specific  product 
related legislation  .. 
·rn  the  Communication  from  the  Commission  on  promoting  the  competitive 
· environment  for  the  industrial  activities · based  on  biotechnology· within  the 
Coriununity, 17  followi~g the principles'ofsubsidiarity and Community policy on the use 
of  standardization, the Commission considers it appropriate to make use of  the resources 
of  industry  and  to  mandate  CEN  to  draw. up  standards  to  complement  Community 
legislation. 
A standardization mandate has therefore been given to CEN covering relevant aspects of 
standardization in biotechnology: Standards will dtrfine the technical specifications, codes. 
and  methods, of analysis  ~hich form  the necessary technical  complement to  legislation. 
14 
I 5  -. 
16  . 
17 
90/219/EEC of 23 ·April' 1990 (OJ L 117 of 8 May 1990, p.l 
0
) 
90/220/EEC of 23 April 1990 (OJ L 117 of 8 May 1990, p.IS) 
90/679/EEC of 26 November 1990 OJ L 177 of  :5  July 1991, p)2) 
SEC(91 )629 fin111  of 19 April .J 991 
'  14 . \' 
·.  '. 
'\,, 
Reliance o.n .standards for these technica.l  questio~·s will  contribut~  to the use of  the l~test 
technology  in. support  of C9mmunity  legislation: . Standardization -·will--also  ·serve  to·· 
faeilitate· com-pliance· with  legal  requirements  .. Furthermore,  due  to the 'trans,;.sedonil 
nature  of -biotechnology  the  estabiishment  of commo_n standards -will  ;einforce  the 
industrial base and ·improve competitiveness.'· Thus. a'· programme of standards· has heen 
'dra~n up. by  GEN c~vering .bqth  regulated  areas  an~ those. nqt cOvered' by  specific 
Community h~gislaiion.  ·  ·  ·  - ·  ·  ·: . 
~  I  •'  •  •'  •  ' 
-11.5.  · Advanced Materials 
•  •  ••••  ,.  b',  •  •  '  '  '.  •  __  :  •  '..  •  •  .I.  ·,  .  . .  ;  '  ._· 
Invest111.ent  in  th~ deveJopment· of advanced  materials  has· ~eeri ·  significant, •  and· t~e 
Union  has;  .through  .its  industrial  and"  materials  .teehnology.  research- support . 
. 'programmes aQd through activities .·in  ~he ~oi~t Resear~h  Ceq~re, ·made a  substantial . 
. contribution to the field.,  .  ·  ..  ,.  '  .  . .·: •'  . '  ' ·,. 
.  ~  .  '  ' . ':  ,( 
An. exa1npie of  ,Union poficyir1. this  ~rea'.is 'given by  adv~ced ceramic mate-rials, in  . 
.  which  area·. it . has  been  ~ecognised :by  tl~e  Commission-. that. :standards . are  ·an· 
appropr1ate means Ofsupportint(the_ development  ~md-bringing into use of such· new 
·. materiaJs-.  Sta~;tdardizaiiOI1  in· this· ar~.  promotes  innovation;  the  application  of. the 
technolog'y 'and the development of a market for prqduds using advanced ceramics. 
.  '  .  /'  .  .  ·"  '  ".  .  '  i  .  .  . 
.  ·  . .  .  .  . .  '.  .  .  :  .  .  . 
Accordingly,'in January 19,89,(~EN a:nd  CENELEC were given a mandate todrawup·. 
,  · a programm~  qf standards in this area. CEN and 'cENEJ,.,EC  have replied with a joint 
.. progniin.me in fulfiimerit'of the· mandate.  A further standardization mandate  wil~cover 
an·aspects of advanced  inciustri_al ceramic  materials  cqvedng- .all types_. of idvanced 
ceramic materials.'  ·  ·  ,· ·  ·  · 
Similaily,  ECJSS, .tJ1e  European  Committee for Iron  and Steel· Standardiz;ation, ·is 
deveioping'  standards .IJnder  m~ndate~ related  to  steel,' in  'order  to  answer needs  in 
•  .  ,t 
· ·.  specific areas, ·such as pressure ,equipment.  . 
'  ..  •..  ''  .  ' 
;--- . 
',  ' 
U.6  · Foodsti.iffs ·  '·· 
The  C~n'i'mission;s  orient~tions.  on ·foodstuff  legi~lado.n  have  been ·  iaid  down· in·  two, 
.·' .  · Coinrnission  Com111unications to the CoUJ1cil• and  Parliament:  "The completion .  of  d~e  ·. 
intcri1al  ~.arket,  Com~uility legisla!ion  'co~cerning foodstuffs" f&.  and  :'The  free 
.  ~ovem'ent  of.~oodstuffs. within  the  Community,"l9: or,~  fu-rthermore,  a~  regards 
geographicai indications and  de:sigriations ·of·origin,  or _certificates  of specific character . 
for agricultunii products. and foodstuffs in. recent Cou~cil regulations. A  Conference ori . 
.'Focid Qt;ality in. ~he Internal ·Market:organised in ·June  1993  allowed the Commissio.n to 
recall. these orientations·.  · ·  1  .  ·  ·  •  .  ·  .  _  .'.  ·  ·  ·  ·  ·  .·  ·  . .  ~  ·  :  ·  ·  . 
.  I  .  ' 
. ' 
~s-~  ·  ·'com (85) 603  fin~I 
_19  · C271/0J of24.I0:89 (O.J. C27l ~f24.I<U989, p.3) 
15 The  Commission  ~onsiders  that  standardization  activities  can  facilitate .  the 
implementation of European Union  policy  on foodstuffs.  This is  true in  partic4lar for . 
methods  of analysis  or sampling, ·good  hygienic  practices,  technical  spe.cifications,  .. 
specifications related tQ names under which products are sold and  standards on quality 
based on objective criteria~ 
Standardization is  now being  undertaken in  different areas;  recent mandates cover the 
· detection of irradiated foodstuffs, and the wide area of methods of analysis for materials. 
in contact with foodstuffs.  · 
In .  order  to  create  transparency ·and  to ·develop  further  tnttlatives,  if need  be,  the 
Commission  will  establish  a ·report  analyzing  ·existing  non-mandated  standardization 
activities  in  the  food. sector,  in  order to identify  patterns  and  pos.sible  gaps  in  these 
activities as well as the reasons for them.  CEN will  be associated with the study. In the 
light ·ofthe study, the. Commission will  examine whether there is a need for Community 
mandates for standards.  ·  ·  ·  · 
II.  7  He.'llth and safety at the work' place. 
As a result of the discussion 'which was·  lau~ched in  some Member States o~ the use of 
'  '  .  '  '  .  ' 
standards in relation to Article 118A  of  the EEC Treaty and in  a:  reaction to the Council · 
Resolution of 18 June 1992:on the role ofstand;:1rdization in the Ellr·opean economy,· the 
services of  the Commission have been working towards a global position on t]le matter in  ·. 
a Memorandum on the role of standardization in  relation  to  directives adopted on the 
.basis of  Artich~ 118;\ Qf the· EEC Treaty.  After the conclu.sion of all  currently ongo,ing 
consultations, the Commission will issue a firial  version ofthe Memorandum. 
., 
In its present form,  the Memorandum analyses the use of standards as a tool in  relation 
to the legislative, approach· in  Article I  18A which gives Member States the freedom to 
· . m(lintain or introduce more stringent measures than the minimum requirern.ents provided.  · 
for by Union legislation. The Memorandum recognises that this right of Member States 
cannot be interfered with by ·standardization. It finds that Article 118A Directives can be. 
supported  .by  European  standardization  to  improve  general  communication.  and 
c?mprehension of what is  expected to be accomplished  in  practic.e,  and  to  ensure that 
. health and safety at work standar:ds are comparable. 
Th~  Memorandum  considers  that  a . dialog~e  betwe~n  the  social  'partners,  the 
Commission, Member Stat¢s,and the standards organizations is an  i~portant prerequisite 
to optimjze efforts and suggests clear consultation  procedures to be established  within . 
the existing framework of  consultative committees, such as e.g. the Advisory Committee 
on S{lfety, Hygiene and Health Protection at Work. 20 
20  CounciL Decision on the setting up of an Advisory Committee on Safely, Hygiene and Health 
Protection at Work 74/325/EEC OJ L  IRS 09.07.74  .  .  .. 
16 The Memor~ndum.  states that the  Europe~n Standard~ Bodies· should  find  appropriate 
means  of .adopting  the  results  of  standar~i~ati.on activities  ~eiated  fo  Article  118A'· 
~  · ·  .  Directives,  to ·  aJiow  the  specific  characteristics  or:such  Directives  to  be.  taken· into 
consideration.  -
The Commission may,  following consultation  of relevant  committees,  issue  m~ndates 
indicating the legal and political framework within which standards are to be developed 
so as to be in  line  with  policies  pursued by  public  authorities Community wide.  Such 
.'  ..  mandates. ~hould defin·e the ·scope' for standardization arid  the issues "where the _legislator 
is intervening or: has thi intention .to intervene:'·  ·  . . .  · 
\,  (  .  ' 
u.s · · Energy 
The energy sector wc;ts  one of the first ·in  whi-~h ~tandardization mandates· were given 
.(1984)~ this  in  a  sector  where  Community  legislat.ion  did  not  then  exist.  The  first 
mandates concerned petrol products for  which standardization ensures free movement. 
In other energy sectors harmonization of rules  an~ Jechnical  standardization will  be  a. 
si~nificant mean~·  of  eliminating ~echnical barrie.rs to trade...  .  . 
The  glob_al  approach ·.to  standardization  in • the  . energy  field,  . proposed . by  the 
. ComrQission21 arid approved by Jhe Energy Council on JO November 1992, disti11guishes:  . 
·.  · two types· of  st~mdardiiation  m~mdate  to CEN and CENELEC; those linked to legislation 
and those not  explicitly'.required by legislation (independent mandate~). · 
Where  a  standard  is  not  sufficient  of itself to  guarantee· free· movement, ·legislation 
·become~ necessary.  Nevertheless,  the approach ·of inqependent  standards will  be used . 
wherever possible du.e to its flexibility and. in order to avoid an excess- Cif r:egulation. 
·~\'  0  (  •  '<o  '  '  ~  •  '  -c  '  •  -.._,  '  •.'  '  '  '  0  I  0  ~  '  '  '  .~. 0  '  -' 
·  A,mo~g  ri1a11dates  link~d to: legislation is that related to the efficiency of  hot water .boilers, . 
. necessary to. the application ofthe "New Approachi' Dir~ctive 92/42/EEC, adopted by. 
the Council on 21  May  1992: 22  ,  on the same subject.  The aim  or"the Directive'is to  ·  ~  · 
improve  energy· efficiency.  The  mandates .related 't9- the  Dir:ectives  applying  Coun,cil 
'  '  .  '  .  ~  .  \  .  .  ...  .  .  . 
l)irective 92/75/EEC on the labelling oJ domestic appliances also. fell  into this category. 
In' this  area;  the system  set  in·  place  by  the  Directiv~ ·covers  the.\>'J)esof apparatus 
offering adequate.scop~for the improvem~nt ofenergy.efficiency. .  '  ' 
·'  -,.,; 
Where ther~is.no legislative developmen.t, ·independent rtia·ndatescalffor standardiz11.tion. 
This· is  so for.  transport equipment and  installations,:· and  for the distribution of energy 
·. where  a  standardization  programme  ts  foresee~ under  a jofnt mandate  to ,CEN  find 
CENELEC. 
:die use of standards is necessary tb attain the objectives of  the European Union .in  area·~ : 
such  as  tntns-European  networks~  with, .the  aim . of  :ensuring  interoperability;. public 
21 
22 
·sE:o (92) 724 fit\al of 9 Jui1e  1992 
92/42/EEC of 21  May 1992 (OJ W L  107 of 28 June  1992) 
17 procurement,  where  investment  is  particularly  significant;  free  circulation  of energy 
products;  the  environment,  relating  to  the  objectives  of the  Rio  Conference;  the , 
protection of  consumers and workers and energy efficiency. 
The improvement of energy efficiency is  linked to the fundamental  objectives of energy 
policy concerning: 
The improveinent of  industrial competitiveness; 
The reduction of  the dependence of  the European Union on imports of  fuel;··· 
- The impact of  energy consumption on the environment. 
The field covered by energy efficiency is considerable, extending from the application of  ·. 
advanced  technology  to  the  remote  control  of appliances  to  improvements  in . the 
efficiency of  energy-using apparatus such' ~s internai-combustion engines and machines. 
- .  '  . 
The Commission foresees that energy efficiency will be included in essential requirements 
applicable to apparatus using energy.  This will  allow  products related to existing New. 
Approach  Directives  to  be  covered,  and  ·will  reduce  the  need  for  legislation  m 
accordance with the concerns expressed by the Council and the Commission. 
Similarly,  in  the past, .  the Council  has  given. full  support to Commission  proposals for 
specific  initiatives,  such  as  the  AL  TENER  programme,  promoting  alternative  energy 
sources, where it has committed itself fully to support actions by the European standards 
organisations in these areas. 
11.9 ·  Environment 
In the Fifth Action Programme on the Environment,  "Towards Sustainability" 23,  the 
Commission. stated that in order to b~ing about substantial changes in current trends and 
practices,  and  to' involve. all .  s.ectors  of society,  in  a  spirit  of shared  responsibility,  a 
broader mixofinstruments needs to be developed and applied.  · 
In  line  with  this,  the  ·Commission  issued  . its  Communication . on  lnd~strial 
competitiveness and prQtection of the environment 24,  in  which it  is  recognised. that 
the development of  a Community approach to achieving integration of the requirements 
for competitiveness and the envi~onment requires the implementation of  a strategy oased 
on  a  coordinated  recourse  to  a  variety  of instruments,  within  the  fields  of both 
environmental and industrial policy. It added that regulatory requirements alone do  n~t 
provide the incentive to. continue to  improve environmental performance.  Means. other 
than legislation are required and,  in  implementing regulatory requirements,  a degree of 
flexibility must be met .  · 
23 
24 
Com (92) 23  final of 27.3.1992 
SEC (92) 23  final of27.3.1992 
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.  1'  '  ·-- .-.  '  .-.· 
Jn its 'Resoluti6n on the .·same  q~estion, the  ~ouncU subscribes· t6 ·  these'ideas, ,stressing 
that alternative approaches should always .be examined as an option' to achieve the ·most . 
.  appropriate·mix ofi~struments  ..  ·  .··'  '  '  '  ,'''  '·  "  '  '  '  . 
.  As  . regards  stanaardizer~,  a  ....  fo~mal  .consultation  docu~en~  on·  environmental 
' standardization was issuedin. 1993; 'and a 'conferenc~ organized in  June.-1993  in  a reply 
· to.  requests by the Councit,'and. the Commission to b.ring all  interested parties together 'to 
discuss a coinmcm strategy on enyironmentitl'staridardi~ation~ · .  '  · ·  '  · 
'.  •  •  •  #- •  •  •  • 
.. The Comniissioh stated at the conference that the· irriportanc~·  of  en~lrorimentcd con~ern 
·is riow acknowledged at Community ieve!. Although-at  first sight the ro-le 'for. industrial 
stand~rds··.~an appear le,ss  obvious,. the  impl~mentation o( Community Directives  and. 
Regulations.  require  the ''development  at  Con:tmunity  level  of standard  test  Qlethods,. 
' pollution  measurement  methods,  pollution· coritroi  methods,  e,quipment, 'products and 
.  .  .  .  .  ~  .  .  .  '  '  ~  .  .  .  .  ..  .  /  ' 
processes.  ·  '  · 
A  certain· amount: of work 'is  already  under  way  as  ~esult.  of· mandat'es  from  .the 
. Commission  to  CEN:  A  significant  part of this  work  has  to  do with .  m~asureinent 
methods,  for  exat:nple' for. the  analysis 'of  dangerqu's . substances  in ' the  aqueous 
·environment,  or· for inetl)ods ·of calibr~ti6~ 'for  automatic syst¢ms  of me~surement of · 
~~~aspheric pollution  ..  ·.  '·  .·  .  ·  ·  ·  ,  ··  . 
'  ~  j  •  - • 
Enviro~ment.af  man~gement  i~ a~other sig·n.ifkant dqmail) in which 'theuse of  standards is. 
··being  developed.  In  this ·case,  Regul_ation93!1836/EEC ·of·29  June  .. 199l;. all_owing  . 
voluntary  participation  by  companies  in  the  industrial  sector  in.  a  Community Eco- . 
manage~ei1t"  ~nd··Audit  .scheme·  2'~. invites  companies·to estabiish ana implement an.· 
'·environmental  policy  aimed  at' continuos improv~ment in. enviton~ental performance. 
Third  party vaiidatibn is  c~rried"out by  indepench!nt  accredited verifiers.  Standards··. for  . 
'environment .management systems  an,d  audits  ca:n. be 'recognised by the ·commission as  . 
me~ting the  .. corresponding  requirements  of the-.  regulation~  In  order  .to·  avoid  tl)e 
·  proliferatio_n ~f  potentiaUy ·9ontradictory standards .-a  mimdat'e has been given toCENto "  .. 
· · ·  d.evelo·p _single stanoards to be introduc~d across the Community,  . 
.  .  ·,  -·  - ' 
·.,-
·  A-proposed.J:)irective· on pac!<aging and packaging waste, in .line with the Union's waste 
. 'nianagement''stfategy; calls 'for  the  use  of standards,  both  with. the 'aim' -of .giving. 
· . pr~st.imptioil of  C<?nfo~m~ty with  ess~~tia\ requirements on: t~~ ~~~pbsition of. packaging 
.. and the f'?•usable'.and. recoverabl~, including  recyclable,  nature of  packaging,  and 'with  .. 
the aim or  supporting the  :union's environmental proteetion objectives. A'mandate .for the 
drawi'~g up of a  p,rogramme of  standar.ds has been issued'in this area, .. 
I'  •'  •  •  '  •  •  • 
I 
The-~flow of  .work is. ·evolving .gmdually .  a~d. the :expected. future, deinand  from .the . 
Commission (discharges into air and  water,. revisio'n of  wast~ water directive,  the' need 
·  fof a  .common .  European· approach to life  cycle  asse~smerit). will  make stai1dardization  . 
inc;reasingly  ~ignificatit in the future within this policy area, .  ,_  . 
''· 
. ';. 
'.' 
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.i The ro.le of standards 'in the implementation of  environmental regulation is not ·however~ 
yet fully  appreciated in  all  political  and  environmental  circles.  The European  stan~ards . · 
bodies should ther'efore be active in,  developing the. level of transparency and promotion 
which will gain the necessary political acceptance  . 
.It  is  suggested  that 'the  Commission  and  CEN,  together  with  other bodies  where 
appropriate should carry ()Ut  an annual review in  the sector: This r~view would monitor 
current mandated activities,  and set  priorities ·in  the  field  of direct standardization; the 
revie,w  will  take a9COunt  of results from  research  ~ctivities executed under. the Fourth. 
Framework  progra,mme  of EC activities  in  research,  technological  development  a·nd 
demonstration (JRC actions and actions under· the shared-cost action  programmes).  It 
·would  also  include  discussion  of an ·indicative  listing. of the  indirect  stan.dardizati~n . 
implications  of  Union ·environmental. legislative  proposals,  and  .  would·. include .  an· 
evaiuation of  activities carried· out by. standards bodies on their behalf 
11.10  Trans-European networks 
The creation  of Eur,opean  networks is  a  relatively  new  policy  area and  of 'increasing 
importance.  Apart from  a  few  exceptions (e.g. telecommunication),  interoperability as 
I  .  . 
such has  not until  now been  dealt  with  in  Community legislation  or related  mandated 
standardization  activities  ..  ·Standardization,  whether  mandated  or  .ma.rket  led,  has, 
howyver~ an  effect on interoperability  and.  standardization  of all. elements  relate<;!  to 
·interconnection will  constitute a natural basis for networks. Although standardization is 
defining an· essential aspect of  networks, it is' in itself  not •  capable pf setting up European 
n'etworks. More spec;ific and directed action by the Commission may be needed in order 
to · ensure  ·interoperability  through  common  technical  specifications~  m  European 
standards or legislation:  ·  · 
Jwo  cases  exist  in  which  interoperability  is already  qualifted  as  an  essential  legal, 
requirement.  These are the Directive on  telecommunications terminal  equip~ent26 
(which is  part of a  wider set of Directives) and  the Directive on  i1tteroperability· for 
high speed trains. 27 
Particularly important  are standardization  activities  mandated  for  Public;  Procurement,  .' · 
notably in the "excluded sectors"·. Although interoperability is not the specific purpose of 
. these mandated activities~ in reality the colllmon specifications provide an important basis 
for  it.  Mandates  (standardization  or  programming)  exist for the .areas  of water,  oil 
(exploitation,  extraction,  shipping),  gas  (exploitation,  transmission  and.  distribution), 
electricity (characteristics, production, transp~rt and distribution), railways, air transport, 
port infrastructures, wah~rWays and other terminal equipment.·  · 
.  '  .  .  . 
·  ·.  Standardization  activities  in  the  IT  area  are  creating  the  necessary  tools  for  data 
exchange, jntroduction  of new  media  an?  therefore  for  interoperability  ih  all  areas. 
26 
27 
91/236/EEC of29.04.l991 (OJ W  Ll28 of23.04.1991) 
COM(94)l07 of 15.04:1994 
I 
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,.,,;  .  Exa~ples  ·are  work .oh barik  card.s,  barcode~, healthdt:re irifQrm.atics;  a~d th~ activities , 
~- ' .carried  out  .by•  '<;:EN·.  - .'EW~S· .  (Eu_ropean  . Workshop·  for  -Open  . Systeins)  on 
. communication protocols for  data  exchange,  etc.  European  standards .adopted.· under'  · 
' some  Ne~ Approach  Oirectivl!s  for  industrial·  equipment'  may.  have  an.  effect  on·  · 
.inter.operability. ·,.  ·  ·  · ·  · ·  · · 
.. :·'  • I:  o  •  ~  \  •  •  •  '  ·.:  I ,  •  ' '  .·/ ' ' '  •  •  ·~  ~ '  ' :  •  '  '  '  >'  ' 
Also outside the mandated are~  standardization is. an important potential  contri~ution to 
the· realisation  of networ.ks.  For  various. ·reastms,  howeve~,:  ... essential·  el~ments. fqr 
networ)<s • may.  remain  outside .  the· .-standardization  are~  ..  First, .  st~mdardizatiori ··is  a 
.. voluntary process, based on consensus, and ·only if. market operators .find  an interest in' 
.·  dntfting and using .standard's will.they invest in it.  Secp'nd,  ~here~regtilatory and national 
.. administrativ~ environments 'exist,  standa'rdiiation can 'only operate within these limits, 
. · and sudi· limits  .. ·  may' e~i~t  for  'ess~ntial :  el~inents of European  ·networks.  Third,  'the 
·  historical context.ofexisting 'national networks may· make the etaboration'·:of :Eurqpean 
. . standards complicated  ~u1d time-consuming,' and. it. may not ;be. excluded that up to now 
'  I  •  protection ,of interest~ may have •limited the room for standardization. :  . 
.  '  ..  ·  /  .  .  :  .  .  .  .  .  '  ' 
· The creatibn. of:Europ~an networks mak-~s it  ·nec~ssary for action  ~o be undertake~ by 
:public  a~thorltie~ ~o. ensure common.technical specificati.ons.  As  the emphasis must be 
·laid on· specificati'ons agreed by  market operators themselves, European standardization 
is th.e. moSt. appropriate toot It will be :necessary to analyse the extent to which existing 
'standardization ·activities; ·  e~ther mandate& by  the .  Commission  or ·tindertah:n  at  the· 
initiative  of 'the  standardization 'bodie's .  themselves,  contribute  to  the  d_eveiopment  of;. 
.  triuis~European  networks ..  ·  ..  New  .·  mandates  · should·· -then  · · be - entrusted ·  · to 
'CENiC:ENELECIETSI for ·ex~mination··:of the· ·scope  and  potential  fqr  standardization, 
'rehtted  to . interoperability .. The' Comil;ltSsion.  should ..  seek  to  create'  .. space·  for : 
standard.izatioh,  either ·by  ptopbsing,  wtie~e.  n-ecessary,· ari  agreed regulatory framework 
. · · at Community level,  or by asking the Memper States,' 'in  'discussing  the conditions· for· 
. . standardization:. mandates,  for  a' coinmitn1ent' to ' deregulate'. in .  favour .. of mandated . 
. standar~izatiori activitie's. . .  .  '  ... 
.... .... 
ll.ll  -~rot~ction of  co~sumers 
... Following earlier. Community measmes for. consumer protection, the Treaty on European "· 
.Union28  introduced a  str~ngthene.d p61icy  in  favour of consurpers,  aiming to achieve: a 
·.high_') eve!  o.f protection·:  This ·policy,  insQfar  it  c.onsists.- of  nieast:n:~s based upon ·Article. · 
·i OOA. of  the  Treaty concerning  the  achievement of the  internal  ·market ana  specific 
. measures in  support of measures taken by Meinber States with a view to. protecting .the 
health, safety, economic .interests .and awareness of consum·ers, .opens an ·area of Union . 
•  . :policy where there ·is an  imp~rt~nt  potential· foF standards, ,either in their own righfor as 
·support  ·to· _reguhition.  .  . ·  .  .  ·  .  ·  ...  ·~  .  .  . .  . ·: .  .  ..  ·  .  .  ·  ..  ·  ·  ·  ·  ·.  · .· 
...  \' 
Stand~rds can. be used  as  a  means. of don~~rrier pr9tection.-~for.' example,  by. allowing. 
manufac:turers  to  make. products  lrit~rchangeable ·q.r. i~teroperable. with  those. of  other  ' 
... 
28  Article Js  a1id Article  li?~t (Title· XI).· 
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.  ·. manufacturers,  or  to  make  claims  regarding  the  quality  of their  product'  (although 
standards cannot form the basis·for all  actions undertaken for the purpose ofconsumer · 
' protection: in  some parts of this policy area mandatory regul<ition  is  clearly' necessary). 
·Actions for  consumer protection  should 'arise  from  genuine  needs  of consumers,  and 
. standardization has the cap~City to reduce ~ny tendency to unnecessarylegislation. 
Ill~  Standardization and research. 
,'I  I 
,  ' 
The Council Resolution already referred to on the role of European standardization in 
the European  economy29stresses  the  importance  of st.rengthening  the  links  between 
r_esearch  and  development  activities  and  standardization.  The  FourtJl  Framework · 
Programme (1994-1998)  of EC  activiti~s in  research,  technological  dcvelopmen,t 
and demonstration30 enhances Europe~n research activity in this area in that it includes, . 
in the  Industrial  Technologies strand,  a  specific  programme  of research  linked  with· 
standards, measurement ~md testing,· Among .Other objectives, this programme will cover 
research necessary to accelerate the establishment of European directives and standards 
. for  the  reinforcement  of the· single  market  and  the  realisation  of.  othe~ Community 
policies,  .. especially those dealing with health a~d security.  ·. 
Oth.er  research  programmes;  for  example,  in  information  and  communications 
technologies, will  also have a clear bearing on standardization as a contribution towards 
bringing research results effectively'in!O the Europe~n market place.  '  '  ' '  ' 
In ·certain  areas,  particularly  in  IT  and  telecommunications, . there  is already  some 
experience ofthe transfer ofr~search results, for example related to the RACE, ESPRIT 
and related·programmes. 
In information technology extensive research and developmenthas paved the way 'for the 
establishment of  standard sin several domains. Examples are open distributed processing, 
the  ·compression  of  information  for  the  transmission · of  Images,  open  document 
architecture, file transfer, and computer graphics interfaces.  ' 
The  new  Specific  Programme  for· Information  Technologies  includes  pilot ·systems 
validating. the implementation of  the proposed standards,  and  further  research towards .. 
propqsals  for  standardization  in  other  areas  . such  as  multi-media  storage  and. 
transmission, effective user access to global  information sources and  the intcroperability · 
.of systems.  .  · 
Above all  the new Specific Programme is  aimed at contributing fuliy  to. the provision of 
the  essential  u.riaerlying  technology,  coti1ponents  required  for  the  · progre~sive 
.  implementation of the Global  Information Society.  Related  prenormative activities' will 
act on the principles of the Council  Decision referenced earlier in  this communication, 
which  identified  the  primacy  of global  stand.ardiiation  and  the  necessity  for  the 
29  92/C 173/01 ofl8Jl6.1992 (OJ W  C 17:1/lof9fl992) 
30  Decision of the ·council and the Parliament N°  IIO/ECof26.(l4.  9-l  (OJ N° L 126 of 18.05. 94) 
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:. ;  'harmonization"  ofstandaids so as i·o  ~nsur~  the'inte-~operability of.sy,stems and· the _abiiity 
to  exchang~information.·  .  ·  ·  ·  ·  .·  ·  ' ·  ·,_  · 
A: duaJ link betw~en.- ~tandards.  a.nd  r.esearch r~ay  :be  identified~. Standards cari contribute 
to "the vaJue ·o'r r~search results by presenting hmovative technology in' a· .form ·appropriate ' 
.. 10r use by  indu~try,' and  by  identifYing common solution's  for: the pract,ical  use of such 
.res-earch.  On the other hand,. sdmdardizers _may themselves have a need for  research~ .for 
.  :example when' the process of  .elabor~tiop. of a' ~f<indard 'reveals the need for  res~arch'  .in 
order that. the l.tltimate standard 'should have a sound scieritific.basis, for  ~x·ample where a 
'property is ,to  h~ standardized but  the' m'e.thod  of  d'eu~rmining its  value' is  not yet fully ' . 
:·dev~loped.  - · >  - ··•  ·.  ·  ·  . ·..  · ·  ·_  :·  ·  · .  ·:  . · . - ·  · ·  ·· .. ·  . --_  _·.  ·_ 
.  .  .  .  .  . 
·_At the·same time, standatdiz'l.tion·has the ·capacity. to provide a link between research and 
-:legislation .. the strengths· of st~ndardization - consensus;  experieric~ in  drawing: up.  . --
·  technicai'~equirem~nts, ·and-openness ofthe pr~c~ss.; can build on.i~~·ovatiori· to provide  -
' documents :usable' arid  avaihible ·for  legisl~tiori  .. The. links-· between  stiui.darqizatioh  arid 
. regulatiqn  are  well-developed  in certain  areas  (and  their ·extension  is  the  subject  of. 
discussion elsewhere jn thi,s.document)-an'd' these links provide a  path 'for 'standards based. 
on innovation· to e){ploit  in~ovaiion for the pu~pose~_ofEuropean  ·regulation.  · 
'  !  I  •  '  '  '  '  '  •,  : 
the.  sta~d~rdizer~ have:  ;e~6gni~~-d the  ·i~porta~c~··  o.frese~~;h~ and  hav~ set up·  e1;  working · .. 
group to .deal with the ~issue. This group is· in tlie process of  examining .tqe n·eeds  of  the 
'  standardizers,  s~ctor by  'sector,  for standards-related  research, and  will  report once its 
investigat'ionaiui analysis 'is .co'mplet~. .  ' ' : .  ' .  . . ' . "  .  - .  '  . ' . .  .  • ' .  i  .  .  ·  ... 
'One factor  "th~t js already· emerging is  that standardizers  an~· evolving. detailed 'research 
I..  .·requirements based cin needs that arise fro'm:the tasks of  drawing up standards; the result .. 
'. o(  this·'is that  pren6,rmati~e research ·will need  to be closely' aligned  with the needs of 
standardi:Zers if  the results are to have opt.imal' benefit. .Thus there wilt' need to be close ·  ·  1 
.. and 'continuous  >coop~r~tion.  petween. all  inter.ested  parties·- s:timda~dlzers,  researchers~  ' 
and r~guJatory 8;Uthorities - i~ drawing 'up pre!lOrmatjve research. progr.amm~S and close 
dih~ction of the activities carried out under- such program  .. mes'to  ens~re that  t~ey 'meeL 
,:the  n·eeds  of the ,standardizers  ... It has  already  been· recognised- that  in  several-cases 
significant delays. have b'een  ca~'sed· because' of th~ ab.sence .of appropr_iate  te~t methods, 
. ' when  the  n'eed  for,  nonnative  research  has' b6en  undere'stim'ated  or  even  neglected . 
·.  entirely.·  · ·' 
there is  a 'need. t~ m'aintain a  careful balance  i~ the relationships between  stan~ards and 
resear~h.·  Standardization  helpsresea~ch  resJits  .to  come  to the  mark~t;  but  the 
development ·oftechnology - and thus 'E.uropean.support for te'chnology-'qriven research -· 
; can be a cause of  instability in the  technologi~al environment, ·causi~g:the  ,blockage .in the 
'  ·.  development of  standards as standardizers' aw(:ljt dev-elopments in the  -~t~t,e o'r'the' art.-' 
.  ,  ·,  - .  ·  ·  ,  .  ·  · ·  ·  .  r  ~  ·  _  .  : 
·:~dd}tio,nally the. norm~tive_  dimensi?n  of th~ C?inmunity  RTD-. policy·. constitutes  an _· 
· · lmport.ant  elem'ent  of the  ~ommumty  _  _contnbut10n  to  the  deyelopment  of European 
,  Stahdardization~~ :  ·  · 
23 . IV.  Standardization in  relation, to  other organizations at global  or European 
level 
A standard is a technical specification distinguish·ed from other types of specifications by 
a number of characterist.yS. In particular it should be adopted by a recognized standards 
body, indicated, as far as. the Union is  concerned, in  Directive 83/189/EEC,  establish~d 
by a consensus of alf those interested by  means of a transparent process taking account 
of  public consultation. It must be publicly available, and is ofvoluntary application. 
European  standardization·. is  closefy  .linked  to ·international  standardization;  and . it  is 
therefore important to consider this link with international standardization .. 
Some i~ternational bodie~ make technical specifications that resembie standards in form, 
but which are not, because they do not fulfil  all the above· requirements. In the context .of 
this  Communic~tion it  is· important  to  consider  these  specifications · as · wei.J,  and  to 
indicate  their  relation  to  European  standardization.  Specifications  adopted  by such 
. organizations  do .. indeed  not  qual,ify  as  standards  and  produce  no  effect  .  where 
.-Community law  refers to standards. 
In  the  same  way,  where Co.l!lmunity  policies  have  a  significant  relationship  with  the 
activities of such bodies, there is a need for Community action to take account of these 
activities, in  order to av:oid  conflicts between specifications, wasted or .duplicated work, 
. and the in~dvertent erection of regulatory or  -other barriers to trade .in  instances where 
'the international or European body has regulatory competence in its speCific domain. 
IV.l  World-wide standardization bodi~s 
.  . 
The world-wide standards organizations ISO and IEC have a dose working relationship 
with the corresponding European bopies.  ' 
Agreements between world and  European boqies enable the transfer of work between 
international  and  European  standardization  to  be  carried  out  in  both  directions~. The · 
transfer of. international· wo.rk  to  the  .European  level  is  significant  since  it  improves 
efficiency  by ·eliminating. duplication  of works,  avoids  the  development. of European 
solutions that differ· from  those accepted  at a  wider. level,  and  ensures that the .world 
solution is implemented uniformly throughout Europe. 
In practiCe,-CENELEC uses. the international standards drawn _tlp. by the corresponding 
ihternational  body,  the. IEC,  as  a  r~ormal basis· for  its  own  work.  In  the  same  way, 
CENELEC will at  a normal rule verity whether mandated activities can be carried out at 
internatioruil level. 
CEN takes  account  of international  work  in·  ISO  and  may,  under  the  terms  of the 
agreement between the two bodies, make use of ISO standards as a basis for European 
standards.  In areas where  th~s is  considered appropriate, the process can operate in.the 
other sense, i.e., work originating at the Europea·n level may be carried out at the level of 
·ISQ..  . -, 
'  " 
-.- .Int~~i1ati6nal standaros ·require a broader  co~sensus thari  European ones,  and thus the 
-"  -·  -relative  advant~ges of E'uropeim -and internati(H~~l standardization  have to be carefully -
-compared: The Commission fully supports the tr~nsfer of  European standardization wo~k 
_td the world level. lt'is'expected howev~r: thadhe-ultimate' internatiorial standard· will be_-
pf high 'quality, delivered on- t_iine :and  used outside Europe as well  as ·within it.  Finally, -
the Europeah body shquld remain accou!lt-able .vis-a-vis the Uriion: 
- .  .  --- '  - .  .  :  . 
Example~ of the  existence of such ·ctos~ coopei-atipn  ity mandated  domains  are to 'be-
found' in.  tjl.e  areas :of pleasure craft;  eco:.m~magenient,  an~ oil . a:nd  g~'s  e~ploration; 
· prpduction and ai:?tribution. · .  -- .  . 
I  .  .  ' 
. IV.2  'Regional and world-wide bodies with sectoral. competence· · ·· 
'  '  '' ·.  (._  .'  '  ..  ·. 
A  numher. 9f  ·public organizations  at. international  and  European  level- have. specific 
technical  needs '-rei a  ted· to  ~their  I  particula~ ,  fie lOs  of operation,  and  dra\y up .technical 
specifications in. s'upport oftheir.own particui~r-~bj.ectives. Anex~mple.is NATO,  which 
has a: nee~ to cb-gtdinate supplies of all  kinds;  and draws up  techniCal  specifications for· 
.  use by. the forces of  all its member 'states.  . 
C~rtain organizations· at ·European or irtternational_level,; but  mit~ide the· framework' of  . 
. the ·comrru:inity, . may. have  specific,  responsibiti'ties. for' regulation 'or  the 'setting  of 
.tech~icai'  spetificati~·ns  in  their  areas., of  ~ompetence:  for  exa,mpte'. the  European 
Organization  for·  •  the·  Safety_  of.· Air.· Navigatio'n  (Eurocontrol). ·I  he  Internatiomil 
Telecommunication~  U~ion (lTV) shou{d pe menti.oned in·this context; it is a body under  .. 
the· auspices of the United  Nations that: makes  technicar 'specificati~:ms in  'th~· ~rea of 
telecoqununications, including radio  communications~ in the teiecommunications domain, 
the specifications issued by ITU (Recommendations) generally cover the·-iechnical field 
correspondi~g to that covered. by. ETSI ~t Eurqpean.level.  ·.  .  .. :  : · '.  .  .  .  . . .  :  ... 
·.  •\,.  .  . '  .  . .. 
,  The  Nortlr>Atlantic. Treaty  Qfganiiatiqn  (NATO)  elaborates . technical· sp-ecifications · 
(called -Standard_ization .. Agre~inet;~ts or STANAGs)':for  equip~ent used  by the  armed 
. :forces· and- as~ociated bodies  qf·its. metnbet  states~  Ther~ is  an  implication  for· public' 
pro~urement.policy since although Artide 223 (b) of the EC treaty provides that the EC 
. 'Member  States  .. may take  measures .  to -proteCt  the essential  interests  of their .  security ·  · . 
related to the trade in  or prbduction 'of arms,  munitions.· and' war material,  it  .is  aiso 
''provided' that such measures may  not .adversely ,affect the conditions of'coinpetition in . 
.  ··:  ~the cot~mon market regarding products not_  int<~nde~ for  specificiilly military  purposes  .. 
<· ··.  ·-~The· impli,ca'tion ·of the _latter· provi·sion is  tj1at ,Community public·'procurement·· legislation · 
applies in  the  case 'of p'rocuretnent -ofproducts by, national  defence  entities of any 
. products except those o(speei-fically tniliU\ty applicatio'n.  . . .  .  ·'  ·  .  .  .. 
. '  .  .  . 
·-A~ a'first.step, the Commission has  issu~d a mandate to·CEN; CENELEC'a,nd ETSI for· 
the· drawing up  of a  prograri1me  of standards,  in  tqoperation' with  NAtO,  related  to  .  .  ; .  . ..  · \  .  .  .  .  ..  '.  . ; 25..  \ : ... '  .  .  .  .  . 
..  -r' 
'  I computer aided acquisition and logistic support (CALS), that is, .a computerised  ~ystem 
of acquisition and supply of materials to NATO forces and other bodies. It is  expected 
that the .elaboration o(  appropriate  European  standards  will  integrate  CALS  into  the 
European standardization system with a consequent advantage not only to procurement 
entities  but  also  to  European  industry.  NATQ  is setting  up  an.  office to ddd  with· 
questions of technical standards, and further cooperation is envisaged with .the technical 
activities ofNATO. 
.  .  ~  .  .  .  . 
In its own i.nterest, industry is cooperating actively in  the development of CALS;. at the 
. European level  industrialists have responded to the challenge by setting up a European 
CALS Industry Group (EUCIG) which unites all the industrial players· with an interest in 
the  computer aided /procurement  p.rocess:  This· group  is  participating  actively  in  the· 
programming task. 
CEPT 
Until the formation ofETSI, the Conference ofEuropean Postand Telecommunications' 
Administrations CEPT w~s responsible for the. elaboration of Recommendations _giving 
technical requirements in the telecommunications area.  This work has been tran~formed 
into  standardization  in  ETSI;  CEPT  has  now  become  an  organization  of post and 
telecommunications regulatory organizations in a number of  European states (not limited 
· to the Community and EFTA countries). CEPT has  significant responsibility in  the area 
of  radio frequency regulation through the European Radiocommunications Committee, a 
. sub-group ofCEPT. 
Eurocontrol 
Eurocontrol elaborates teci)nical specifications ("Eurocontrol standards") for adoption by . 
the aviation authorities of  its Member States (again, these differ from the Member States 
of the Community) for equipment and  procedures for air traffic control.  A Directive on 
the  definition  and  use ·of compatible  specifications  for  the  procurement  of air  traffic 
management  equipment  and  systems31  has  been·  elaborated  under  the  Community's 
transport policy,  particularly ·that of harmonization and  integration of  air traffic control 
with the aim  of relieving  the strain  on  air transport due to congestion.  This ·Directive 
calls upon the Commission to identifY  "Eurocontrol standards"  to be made  mandatory 
under Community law  (it  should  be  noted  that  "Eurocontrol  standards",  despite their 
name, are technical specifications, not standards, since they are drawn up otherwise than 
by consensu_s and are ofmandatory, not voluntary, application). 
The Directive permits the Commission. to give standardization mandates to. the European 
standards bodies to complement the process of implementing Eurocontrol .·standards.  As  · 
a first step, a mandate has been issued to CEN, CENELEC and ETSI for 'the drawing up 
of a  programme ·of standards in  this area,  in  close cooperation with  Eurocontrol.  With 
31  93/65/EEC of 19 July 1993 
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.  ,,;_  the active participation ofEurocontroi, thi~. ac'tivity .is  helping to define tlje. relative· areas·  . 
.  ofcompetence:·ofEurocoritrol and:the~standardi bodies in order to develop the~·nece~sary 
·structure for the best-use of resources in this sector: The ultimate standards will serve.Jo· 
. complementthe specifications drawn up: by Euro.control, to p/ovide· a  compl~te:  technical·· 
fra~ework  f~r airtraffic coritrol at the Eur~pean level.  .  ·  .  .  ·  ·.  .  . 
'  J  '  I  •  •  '  " 
Other organizations .  · 
I  '•. 
.  '  ''. 
A  few  more.  exampies  may· be given .(the Jist is  hot ex.haustive).  The United Nati9ns 
Ec~nomic Cort:~mission for Europe  .. (lJNECE) draws up  rules· for·  terrestrial  transport, 
·l. 
· . · which  ·have  ari · implication  for~-future  ·EC :transport. policy. ·Similarly,  Commimity 
. legislation  in: th'e  ~aritime area must'  take -·due  accqunt of  'the rules. laid: do~n by· th~ 
lnternati~nal· Maritime  Organi.zatlqn ·  IMO .  and,  ; also  in  ·this  sector,. intern·ational.ly  .. 
recognised. societies for marine classification. Regulatory ·bodies 'at global level· also exist 
·., 
· .  f~r air transport· (ICAO)>  ·  ·  · ·  ·  ·  ·..  ·  · 
'·. 
·.;  ·'· 
/ 
_Standardization ,is  an ·.important factO'r  in.-self:-regulation,  which  ~ecause  ·of it~ specific-. · 
st~tus, should be fully  supported by the publiG .authorities. Ifalso has ·the capaCity to be 
·an effective;: rapid, genenilly  acceptabl~ and  easilY, used complement 'to Jegislation .-:.(lnd  . 
. · sometimes an  e~ective ~ubstitute fo"r  mandatory  n~gulaiion. The.· qu~antity .  of Europeap: 
standards ha·s  increased considerably in recent years,  arid  has enabled _the  particular role' 
qfEuropea.n ·stimdardiza(lon to become established~  ·  ·  · 
In line wit~-the Co.uncit Resolu'tion ·alreaciy  ~~~tion·e·d, the use or'standardizatiori .should . 
be encoqraged and,  where  appr~pri~te·, the principle o.f referring to European standards· 
:·.,.-in  Union. legislation should  be  used.  These  poiicy  objectives· should  t.Je  implemented .. 
.  taking· into consideration tile potentiaL  ana  rhe limits,  of standardlzatibn referred to in .. ·· 
.. this- Communication.  W~ere  recourse to .st.andar:dization· is· et'tvisaged~. certain ,conditions  , 
. 'shoLildbe !il~t. relating to the follm.~ingis~~es': ~  .  . 
.  ·  .. (i) 
(ii) 
.  efficienc~: ESOs must be capable: of rneeting th~ demand foi European' stand~rds 
frorri  industry. and from. authorities~· This  implies delivering standards which meet.' 
such requests as Tegards the  substa~ce and  as regards timescales for adoption; in·· 
the  Strategic, Progra~me the ·Commission  ·has  ·announced ·a. review . of .  how· 
European shiridardization can be: financed in  the medium· term;· and wili  take ·as·  a 
. basis the infrastructure nee.ded  to  ~eet the requirernents of the expected demand 
both  .f~om indust_ry an9 pl!blic authorities for standards.  .  . 
'  •  •  '  l  .  '.  '  ..  .  .  . 
.  .  I  '  .  .  .  .  I  .  I.  '  '  • 
European diniension: the European dimension of  activi:ti·e~ ca~ried  o~t by :European. 
. st'andards  organizations ··and ·their:  added ·value :would .  be Jcist .if their  European 
origin· were .  d~fiied  at.  ~ational .level.. This  .. implies· a· uniform,.  clearly  visible., 
identification. of the Euro.peah character of  .the  sta~dard as t~ansposed at national 
levet"and a genuinely Euro.pe·an markini{of  co~fo.rritity with:ENs·..  .  .  . 
.  ,  I  •  .  :.  '  .  '  "  ~ 
~·.. .  . 
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'  . . (iii) 
(iv) 
(v) 
acceptability: European standardization must be fiilly·and wholeheartedly accepted 
as an .instrument of Community policy; this implies· full transparency in  continuing · 
activities, easy access to European 'standards and full  access for interested p·ai-ties 
to. the standardization 'process.  · 
need: There should be a continuing assessment of  the need for European Standards 
in  particular  areas  and  for  the  standards  making  process  itself  to  be : made 
increasingly transparent and  objective.  Working  links  should  be established with: 
business organisations· with the aim of  understanding their concerns ~md objectives 
towards standardization policy within the Union. 
technical appropriateness: Standards should support the integration  o~f the market,' 
•  •  1  J  '  .·  . 
but should not act as, an obstacle to innovation.  Standardization must not lill)it the 
development of  innovative products by setting out in  excessive detail the technical 
solution  to  be  adopted  for  particular  products;  but  instead  should  wherever · 
possible be based on test methods and specifications of  performance:. 
The Commission  recognises  that the European  standards  organizations  have  adopted 
si'gnificant  measures to meet· these  requirement~.  Significant. improvements  have been· 
made and new measures are continuously being implemented.  · 
The need  for s.uch  action  remains,  however,  irl)portanr for  the future,  and  the further 
impn;)\·:errient of  European standardization as support for European Union policy ·must. be 
based on a  close co,:.operation  and  dialogue  between the· Europe~n authorities and the 
standards organizations in a spirit of partnership.; 
For the Commission this means a need 
To examine areas 'in  which standardization can contribute to the development of 
subsidiarity by substituting mandatory reg~lation with voluntary instruments;  . 
To  ensure that legislative  proposals take appropriate account of the advantages 
offered  by  extended  recourse to standardization,  in  order to lighten  the load of. 
regulation, to improve economy in  the use ·of resources, and in  particular to obtain 
coherence and  conformity with the recommendations of  the Sutherland Report. 
.  .  .  . 
.. To establish wdrking links with the standatds organizations at a stage as early. as is 
possible·  in  new  policy  areas.  In  this  context,  the  two-step  approach  of 
programming mandates followed by standardization mandates must be encouraged  . 
. To treat  the.  European  standards  organizations  as  forming  a  unique  system,  in 
which the individual  components' take all  necessary measures to organize optimal 
allocation of work, by giving common mandates and requesting commori positions 
in answer to such mandates.  ··  ·  ·  · 
To leave the necessary flexibility to the standards organizations to ,fulfil,  given the 
voluntary' character of the  process,  their  ~asks, by  giving  op~n mandates  on  th'e 
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.basts  of: which  standards  organizations·  'defi~e,  in  the  .light . of  their  own-
. cbmpet(mces  and responsibilities,-' the ·.standards. programme  needed to  meet 'the: 
'requests·contained l_Q  the ma~date;  - ' 
\  ·.  .  . 
To recognise the in-iportance  ~f-:ccinsidering necessary no·rmative  re~ea~ch during-/: 
the_pr9cess of  establishing the individual  standardi~ati~n  'proghtmmes. 
to highlight,-·- and  further.  io  advanc~, the  impo-rtance ·or promoti~g :and.  using  · 
standards: , thus  creating  the  incentive  for  particip-ation _  in -the- standardization 
'process; 'and  ii-1 particular to highlight and promote the use;of standards in  support 
. ' of  the i~provement of  quality;:  '.  .  ' .  ,.  ' 
.  - '  . 
.  To indicate its  prioritie~ in  cases _where .recourse tQ  stimdardizatio~ .is ·liable. to 
. ·_  compromise progress in  ~xisting areas or t'o' overload the systerti.  ·'  ' 
. To ~on~ider hq~ to· take 'account,of the particular· concerns ofSNEs ·within  the  _ 
- recently announced ·proposaJs for ari  iritegrated._pr.ogranime in 'favour of SMEs and 
the craJt. sector an~  the financial initiatives within the Structural Funds  .  .  ,. 
·  __  Standardizers; on the other hand,· should 
/ 
·,.·. 
Be ·aw_are of:':the new' dirriension in  st~ndardization carried out in· s~pport of Union 
policy;- in'. contrast. to  stand'ardization  decided  at' the  -initiative_  of- economic-
.: operators,  where  individual  standards  are  made  to- .  meet : specific . demands,_ 
- mandates will- call for the elaboration of coherent programmes of standardization 
'coveri"ng ·  bro~d areas.  This implies tmderstanding ·and  awarenes~ of  the  po_litical·· 
' ' and  .legal  framework,  - programming, '  priority  ~eiting,  woper  and  careful 
· manageme11t of  programmes iu1d willi'ngness 'to adapt to this ~ind of  requirement. 
Develop; w,herev.er'"  ~ossible,- standa;·ds based  on  p~rformance characteri~tics-and 
testirig methods rather than particular technical specifications for products, and be 
' _p-repared  to .  elaborate  standards,  s.u~h  a~' performance. standa~ds, 'test ,methods,  -
procedures ·arid  innovative  stahdar~s in  areas such .as  qu~lity system_s,. which- go . 
beyortd traditi_onal product  'standards~ sinc·e these last would res-ult in a contin-uatipn 
.·of an Old Appr.oach-like harmonization at the level of  standardization...  .  . -
Provide . full  transp~rency ·on  progress. in ·mandated  areas,  and·. systematically 
monito~ ddays and-th_eir causes.  _.· 
-Promote the cohcepl ~f  European ·stand~rdization arriong economic operators at1_d 
·  .•  o_t~er- existing Of  poten~ial USei'S .  ._- .  .  . 
-_, 
When  receivi~ng  m~u1dates: fron1  the  Co~rili~sion. and-drafting  standardizatiqn 
.programmes,· consider -at  an  early  stage,the necessary ·normative'  researcl~ to ·.b(! 
·,unde-rtaken and ieflect this in tlk  planningofthe pfogra~me,  ·and &vdop ·suitable·· 
procedures for the current  updating ofriormativeresearch needs and priorities. 
)9 
.,  '  . Take appropriate  acti9n .to  improve  .the  part1c1pation. of representatives .in  the 
process of elab6nition of standards, so as better to reflect the. needs of legitimate  ·· 
interests such as consumers, tra<Je  unions and other groups dealing with the safety 
of  workers and representatives ofenvironmental groups. 
.  .  .  . 
Industry Should review the nature. of its participation in  standardiz11tion activities, and in 
particular should. ensure that its representatives are appropriate to the importance of  the 
task.  ·  ·  · 
.  . 
On this basis,  t~e 'Commission will,  in  close cooperation with the Member States in the · 
framework ofDirective 83/189/EEC, and  in  consultation with the European standards 
organizations, consider the issue of further mandates for the areas mentioned. above_ for 
the. development of  European standards.  ·  ·  · 
Th'e Commission. invites the Council and  the Parliament to take  ~ote of the information 
contained in this Communication and to endorse its orientations. 
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